
In view of the broad specificity of the polymerase chain
reaction technique used for a wide range of entero-
viruses, this is not surprising. In both patient and
control groups three quarters of the subjects had no
significant serological findings. These results are in
keeping with those in our larger, serological study. 16

Several groups have presented data on polymerase
chain reaction of enterovirus.' ' We used this tech-
nique to search for enteroviral RNA in muscle because
its exquisite sensitivity enables the detection of a few
copies of enteroviral sequences in the cell. Previously,
with nucleic acid hybridisation, a fifth of pati*nts with
the postviral fatigue syndrome were positive for
enterovirus specific sequences." We found that 53% of
60 patients with the syndrome had specific enteroviral
RNA, suggesting persistent infection in the muscle.
These results are statistically significant; the relative
odds ratio for the postviral fatigue syndrome in
patients with enteroviral infection is 6-7 (95% confi-
dence interval 2-4 to 18-2).
With regard to the 47% of patients with negative

results, there are several possible explanations. The
viral infection in the muscle may be focal; the EP2
probe we used may be too type-specific (other probes
are now being investigated), or the polymerase chain
reaction itself may still not be sensitive enough to
detect very low copy numbers of enteroviral RNA.
Also, the same clinical condition might be caused by
infection of muscle with other viruses. Enteroviruses
may be opportunistic. We and others now have
preliminary data to suggest that patients with the
syndrome may also harbour a retrovirus (E De Freitas,
et al, abstract of the eleventh international congress
ofneuropathology, Kyoto, Japan, 1990) or are express-
ing endogenous retroviral sequences.
We emphasise that at present we do not regard the

polymerase chain reaction for enteroviral sequences as
a "diagnostic test" for the postviral fatigue syndrome.
At this stage it is a research tool, which in due course
may lead to a diagnostic test becoming available. In this
study no healthy young adult had a positive result with
the polymerase chain reaction for enterovirus. Among
our 41 control patients undergoing surgical procedures,
six had a positive result, all of whom had a malignant
tumour (five carcinoma of the breast and one carci-
noma of the colon). The significance of this finding is at
Dresent unknown.
A major difficulty in postulating a viral cause for the

postviral fatigue syndrome has been the lack of any
morphological evidence of cell injury or inflammation.
None of our patients had increased serum creatine
kinase activity or cell necrosis on muscle biopsy.
Oldstone showed clearly in animal models, however,
that viruses may infect tissue persistently without
producing any morphological effect, although they do
interfere, partially or completely, with the specialised
function of the host cell.'9 Viral persistence seems to be
particularly likely if the agent infects longlived cells
such as lymphocytes or cells in the nervous system.
Enteroviruses are known to produce continuing infec-
tion in humans,2° and recent work on a very small
sample of patients with the postviral fatigue syndrome
suggested that there is an unusual ratio of sense to
antisense copies of the viral RNA, perhaps accounting
for its persistence.2'
The features of the postviral fatigue syndrome point

to involvement of the nervous system as well as muscle.
It is tempting to speculate that virus remains here
also, perhaps interfering with cellular production of
neurotransmitters; it may also be associated with the
depression.
On the basis of the results of this study we postulate

that there is persistent enteroviral infection in the
muscle of some patients with the postviral fatigue

syndrome and that this interferes with cell metabolism
and is causally relgted to the fatigue.
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Correction

How well can radiographers triage x ray films in accident
and emergency departments?

The table in this paper by Dr I G H Renwick et al (9 March, p 568)
was incompletely printed. It should read:

'Number (percentage) ofx rayfilms identified by radiographers and verified by
radiologists in accident and emergency department

Normal films Abnormal films

No of false
No of false negative
positive results

No of results No of (% of Further
correct (% of normal correct abnormal advice
results films) results films) required Total

Facialbones 67 8(11) 21 5(19) 6 107
Skull 198 14(7) 6 2 (25) 10 230
Thoracolumbar spine 97 13 (12) 54 5 169
Cervical spine 103 7 (6) 31 12 153
Long bones 477 12 (2) 298 5 (2) 19 811
Ankles 153 7 (4) 83 15 (15) 9 267
Hands and feet 633 59 (9) 256 37 (13) 985
Chest 477 49 (9) 347 92 (21) 54 1019
Abdomen 42 3 (7) 10 5 (33) 6 66
Soft tissuesorsinuses 136 17(11) 4 26(87) 4 187

Total 2383 189 (7) 1110 187 (14) 125 3994
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